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1. SET INCLUDES

No. Item Quantity

1 kodak portable power Station ppS100 1

2 uSb to type-c cable 1

3 uSb charger 1

4 instruction manual 1

 
Remark: we strongly recommend using standard car power inverter for a better user experience.
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congratulations on purchasing kodak portable power Station ppS100 a plug-and-play power supply 
for outdoor use. with 84 watt-hours of stored energy, you can keep appliances, or electronic devices 
running.

the kodak ppS100 portable power Station is designed to keep you powered up outdoor in your rv 
during  emergencies or power outages.

Note the following points while reading through this instruction manual: 

•	 this manual was prepared with care and to the best of our knowledge.  
contact us should you have any questions relating to the product.

•	 this manual may not be copied or duplicated, except for personal use.

Disclaimer

•	 our company cannot be held liable for damages caused by fire, earthquake, use by a third party, other 
accidents, intentional misconduct on the part of the customer, abuse or other abnormal conditions.

•	 do not repair any damage to the ac plug or power supply on your own.

•	 the warranty covers all terms and conditions of the warranty. contents that are not specified in the 
warranty terms and conditions are beyond our responsibility.

•	 our company assumes no liability for damages caused by incorrect use or non-compliance with this  
instruction manual.

•	 this instruction manual, as well as other language versions can be downloaded as a pdf file on our 
website: www.portable-power-stations.com. 

•	 Intended use: the kodak portable power Station ppS100 unit is intended as a power supply for elec-
tronic devices with a maximum power consumption of 100 w. our product is not suitable to be used 
with equipment that relates to one‘s own personal safety or which relies heavily on electricity, such 
as medical devices, equipment for nuclear facilities, the manufacture of air and spacecraft, etc. we 
therefore assume no liability for accidents involving personal safety, fires or machine failures caused 
by using our product with the aforementioned devices. 

2. INTRODUCTION
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2. SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS

observe these instructions to ensure safe usage.

Explanation of symbols 

this symbol together with
DANGER means

noncompliance may very likely lead 
to serious injury or death.

this symbol together with
WARNING means

noncompliance may lead 
to serious injury or death.

this symbol together with 
CAUTION means

noncompliance may lead 
to injuries and/or property damage.

this symbol together with
ATTENTION means noncompliance may damage the unit.

•	 Serious injuries include blindness, burns, electric shock, fractures, poisoning, etc., which can lead to 
complications, hospitalization or permanent treatment.  

•	 Injuries include burns, electric shock, etc., which do not lead to hospitalization or permanent treat-
ment.

•	 Property damage: includes buildings, belongings and pets, etc.  

this device complies with part 15 of the fcc rules. operation is subject to the following 
two conditions: (1) this device may not cause harmful interference, and (2) this device must  
accept any interference received, including interference that may cause undesired 
operation.
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Do NOT disassemble, repair or modify the unit or the battery.
doing so may result in electric shock, fire, etc.

Do NOT place the unit close to or in a fire or expose it to heat. Keep out of direct sunlight.
doing so may result in fire or injuries.

Do NOT charge, use or store the unit in a bathroom or in an area exposed to rain or moisture.
doing so may result in electric shock, fire, etc.

Only use the output socket to power external devices. Never connect the output to mains power 
under any circumstances.
connecting to the mains may lead to electric shock, injuries or fire.

Do NOT touch the unit or the plug-in points if your hands are wet.
doing so may result in electric shock.

Do NOT connect any metallic objects to the AC input or output. 
doing so may result in electric shock, fire, etc.

Do NOT rub your eyes if fluid from inside the unit should get in your eyes. 
if this should occur, flush eyes with water and seek medical attention immediately. 
this can lead to blindness.

Do NOT dispose the unit together with household waste.
follow the local law to dispose the unit.

Do NOT use any inappropriate power cords.
doing so may result in electric shock, fire, etc.

Do NOT operate the unit above the specified input voltage. 
doing so may result in electric shock, fire, etc.

Do NOT use the unit if it is not functioning correctly.
doing so may result in electric shock, fire, damage to the unit, etc.

Do NOT move the unit if it is recharging or in use. 
doing so may result in electric shock, damage to the unit or other injuries.

DANGER
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WARNING

Use and store the unit only in a clean and dry environment. Do not use and store in dusty and wet 
environment.
failure to do so may result in a short circuit, smoke or fire if metal dust or small metallic parts come in 
contact with the connections.

Check the unit prior to every use. Do not use the unit if it is damaged, broken.
if you notice that the unit has any damage or cracks, is broken, or has other abnormalities, do not cont-
inue to use the unit and contact your dealer or our customer service center.

Do not use the unit if the power cord is damaged or broken.

Keep the unit away from children. Do NOT let children use the power supply unit.
doing so may result in an accident or injuries. this unit must not be used by children. the unit and its 
connection cables must be kept out of reach of children. children must not play with the unit.
this unit may only be used by persons with reduced physical, sensory or mental capabilities or lack of 
experience and knowledge if they are monitored or have been instructed in how to safely use the unit 
and understand the resulting risks.

Keep this product away from pets.

Do NOT use or store the unit in an area or environment with high temperature.
doing so may cause the unit to deform or overheat.

Should fluid from inside of the unit come in contact with your skin or clothing, wash the affected 
areas with tap water.
contact with the fluid may result in injuries. 

In a storm, unplug the power cord from the socket.
a storm may result in an overcurrent coming from the socket, resulting in overheating, fire or other acci-
dents.

Do NOT charge the unit via power supply systems that operate outside of 100-240V.
that may otherwise result in overheating, fire, etc.

Do NOT place the unit on its side or upside down while in use or storage.
doing so may result in leakage or cause the unit to overheat leading to other accidents.
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if rust, peculiar odors, overheating or other abnormal circumstances are observed, stop using the unit 
immediately and contact the dealer or our customer service center.

The unit complies with all legal requirements for transport of dangerous goods.
the capacity of the lithium battery pack in the unit exceeds 80 wh.
based on international standards: if this unit is to be sent by airplane, it must be transported in accordan-
ce with iata standard packaging. iata instructions and labelling requirements and the relevant declara-
tions must be completed.

Make sure that the unit is properly secured when transporting it in a motor vehicle.
failure to do so may result in damage to the unit, electric shock, overheating, fire and other accidents.

Only charge and use the unit within an ambient temperature of 0 to 40 °C (32 - 104 °F).
operating the unit above or below this temperature range may result in overheating or reduced perfor-
mance.

Switch the unit off immediately if it has accidentally fallen, was dropped or was exposed to vibra-
tions. 
to prevent accidents, please contact the dealer or our customer service center to have the unit checked 
and repaired.

Carefully read the instructions for the electric devices that you intend to connect to your power 
supply unit.

Make sure that the device you are connecting is switched off before you connect it.
a device starting up suddenly may lead to accidents or injuries.

if the protective function is activated and the output of the device is switched off, disconnect the electric 
devices from the power output. Switch the unit off in case of non-use/storage in order to prevent electric 
shock and the battery from discharging unnecessarily, etc.

CAUTION
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4. TRANSPORTATION

1. Carry the unit with both hands.

ATTENTION

keep the unit away from
other objects when moving.  

ATTENTION

take extra care to ensure that the unit is never 
allowed to fall to the ground.

2. Placing the unit on a stable surface.

ATTENTION

place the unit on a stable surface. 
by doing so, it is easier to read the indicators.

3. Transporting the device.

DANGER

the unit should not be subjected to any impact or vibrations. 
otherwise there is a risk of fire. 

keep the unit‘s original packaging and use it when you need to transport the unit. 
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220V 85W AC OutputFans Type-C port(input/output)

USB Output

Digital Indicator

ON/OFF Button

QC3.0 Output

220V 85W AC OutputFans Type-C port(input/output)

USB Output

Digital Indicator

ON/OFF Button

QC3.0 Output

REMARKS

1. press the button to turn on the digital indicator.

2. press and hold the button for 2 seconds to turn ac outlet on/off.

3. dc ports charge the devices automatically.
.
4. we strongly recommend using standard car power inverter for a better user experience.

5. GET TO KNOW YOUR KODAK PPS100
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6. CHARGING

before use or storage, plug your kodak ppS100 into the wall until it is fully charged. if the display shows 
less than 20% capacity, plug it into a power source, like an ac outlet or a solar panel as soon as possible.

ATTENTION

only charge the unit when the ambient temperature is between 0 and +40 °c (32 - 104 °f).

       

               

               ...and many more
  

the lcd display indicates the percentage of total charge remaining in your kodak ppS100. 

NOTE

charging time may vary depending on the ambient temperature involving the solar charger. 
end the charging process by switching off the unit and pulling the plug out of the socket.

6.1. WHAT IT CAN POWER

digital indicator

5w light
~13 hrs

iphone 7
~7 recharges

Gaming console
~3 recharges

12“ macbook
~1.2 recharges

6.2. DIGITAL INDICATOR
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use the uSb wall charger provided and plug your kodak ppS100 into any outlet. 
when the digital indicators displays 100, the kodak ppS100 is fully charged. this takes about 7 hours.

Charge times

wall charger (15w) 7 hrs

Battery

cell type lithium-ion

pack capacity 84 wh

lifecycles >300

management system temperature control, Surge protection, Square wave,
Short circuit protection

Ports

type-c input / output 5v / 3a

qualcomm® quick charge™ 3.0 output 5v / 3a, 15w | 9v /2a, 18w | 12v /1.5a, 18w

uSb output 5v / 2.4a

ac Socket 220v 80w (100w max.)

General

weight 700g (1.54 lbs)

operating temperature 0 - 40 °c (32 - 104 °f)

certificates ce, etl, fcc, rohS, un38.3

warranty 24 months

6.3. CHARGING VIA MAINS POWER SUPPLY

7. TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
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8. USING THE KODAK PPS100

Track the remaining battey

press the power button once to check the battery level from lcd display. to ensure you never run out of 
power, please recharge kodak ppS100 before use or storage.  highly recommend to recharge kodak 
ppS100 at least once every 3 month.

Recharge your KODAK PPS100

use the ac adapter and uSb c cable provided  to recharge your kodak ppS100.

Charge your devices

charge your mobile phone, tablet, console etc. from the uSb port. 
(qualcomm® quick charge™ 3.0 just for compatible devices)

How to use AC outlet

•	 press and hold the button for 2 seconds to activate the ac socket.

•	 plug your ac appliance into the kodak ppS100‘s ac socket to power your the laptop, outdoor lights, etc.

•	 press and hold the button for 2 seconds to turn off ac power.

What to power from KODAK PPS100

•	 uSb: Smart phones, tablets, e-readers, digital cameras, mp3-players, etc.

•	 ac: laptops, Small applicances etc.

•	 REMARKS: the power consumption of your device will determine the length of time that your ko-
dak ppS100 will be able to supply it with power.

How to use KODAK PPS100

1. press the button to turn on the digital indicator

2. press and hold the button for 2 seconds to turn ac outlet on/off

3. dc ports charge the devices automatically

Best-use strategy

•	 when recharging devices with kodak ppS100, you should take note of the digital indicator.

•	 if you plug in devices that have a high power requrement, the charge level of kodak ppS100 can 
drop quickly and you will not be able to extract the entire 84wh of energy.

•	 on the other hand, if you’re charging devices that draw power more slowly(tablet or smartphone), 
you will be able to extract close to the full 84wh from kodak ppS100. if yor’re experiencing shorter 
ren times, you can check the device’s power requirement.
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Appropriate temperature usage

•	 Charge protection: kodak ppS100 can charge your device when the ambient temperature is bet-
ween 0 - 40°c. outside this temperature range, the system automatically stops charging but will 
restart once the temperature is back inside the acceptable range.

•	 Discharge protection: kodak ppS100 can power your devices when the ambient temperature is 
between 0 - 40 °c. outside this temperature range the system automatically stops charging your 
device but will restart once the temperature is back inside the acceptable range.

ATTENTION

make sure that the electronic device you are powering works properly prior to use. the max. power 
consumption for electronic devices is 100w. due to the different types of electric devices, 
it is possible that they may not operate even if their power consumption is less than 100w. 

If your devices are not recharging as they should using KODAK PPS100 follow these steps:

1. ensure the device has been switched on and the led is showing the percentage of remaining charge.

2. check the battery display. if it is at 20% or below, recharge your kodak ppS100.  

3. verify your device is suitable for use with the kodak ppS100.

a. all kodak ppS100 output ports have their own max. power. check the kodak ppS100’s technical 
specifications to ensure your device is compatible.

b. Some devices with rechargeable batteries, like laptops and tablets, may draw more power when in 
use.  in these cases, power down your device and recharge it.

What should I do if the unit gets wet?

immediately turn off the unit and wait until you are certain that it is completely dry before turning it back 
on. if you are unsure about when it is safe to turn it back on, please contact after sales service.

9. TROUBLESHOOTING
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10. FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS (FAQ)

1. What type of battery is in my KODAK PPS100?

kodak ppS100 contains a 84wh lithium ion battery pack. lithium ion batteries are much smaller and 
lighter than normal lead-acid batteries and also can be cycled many more times.

2. How do I know if my KODAK PPS100 is charged?

to check the charge level of your kodak ppS100, refer to the digital indicator display. the number you 
see on the display indicates the percentage of total charge remaining. press the power button to view 
this display. kodak ppS100 can be used until it is empty but we recommend to recharge when the level 
is below 20%.

3. Can I charge the KODAK PPS100 while supplying power at the same time?

yes and no. the ac output supports simultaneous charging and discharging. please note, however, that 
this only makes sense with a remaining battery capacity of more than 10%. the uSb ports will not work 
while the device is charging.

4. Can I take my KODAK PPS100 on a plane?

yes, it is possible to carry the kodak ppS100 in your hand luggage. but please always check the individual 
restrictions of your airline. however, keeping the kodak ppS100 in the checked baggage is not permitted 
for safety reasons as it contains lithium ion batteries.

ATTENTION

the inverter output is a modified sine wave (square wave).
It is not suitable for use with a device with an electric motor.
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1. Charging to maximum capacity
fully charge the power supply unit prior to long-term storage. charge the power supply unit at least once 
every three months and store the power supply unit only in a dry and dust-free environment which is out 
of reach of children. Suitable storage temperature: -20 to 40°c (-4 - 104 °f). keep out of direct sunlight. 
make sure that the unit rests on a stable surface.

2. System shutdown
if the system shuts down automatically because of lower battery capacity, please recharge it.

3. Cleaning
wipe away any dirt using a damp cloth.

ATTENTION

Gasoline, thinner, kerosene, petroleum, etc. have the characteristics of solvents. 
Do not use.

4. Failure
failure to maintain your kodak ppS100 by following these steps can result in battery damage which will 
void the product warranty.

Charge, supply current between 0 and 40°C (32 - 104 °F). Store between -20 and 40°C (-4 - 104 °F).
using the battery at temperatures outside the lower and upper limits reduces the battery‘s running time.

Do not connect a continuous load of more than 100 W.
the unit‘s output stops automatically in case of overloading, since it reduces the running time of the 
battery.

Do not continue to charge the battery after it has charged completely.
pay attention to the indicated capacity. do not charge the battery once it has been fully charged or the 
charging process has been concluded. otherwise  the service life of the lithium battery may be reduced.

Switch off the unit if it is not being used.
unnecessary power consumption also reduces the running time of the lithium battery.

Fully charge the battery prior to placing it in storage.
fully charge the power supply unit prior to lengthy periods of non-use for storage and recharge the unit 
at least once a year. after prolonged storage, it may be necessary to charge and discharge the battery 
several times in order to reach full capacity.

11. STORAGE AND DOWNTIME MAINTENANCE

12. SERVICE LIFE OF LITHIUM ION BATTERIES
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13. DISPOSAL AND RECYCLING

Lithium ion battery 
as soon as the end of the battery‘s service life is reached, the entire lithium ion  
battery can be recycled. do not open or disassemble the unit.

Electric device
old electric devices may not be disposed together with normal household waste. 
according to the directive 2012/19/eu, the device must be disposed of in a controlled 
manner at the end of its service life. the recyclable materials contained in the unit 
shall be sent to recycling to reduce the burden on the environment. 

this unit contains lithium ion batteries. these are hazardous materials and are subject to specific trans-
port and handling regulations. lithium ion batteries may ignite or explode if handled incorrectly. 

for the safe disposal of the unit, contact a collection point or your local municipality for more information 
and indicate that the unit contains lithium batteries.

Package
the product package consists of recyclable materials. dispose of these in an environmentally friendly 
manner and sort the materials in the provided collection systems.

REPAIR TERMS AND CONDITIONS

1. in the case of device failure which can be attributed to poor workmanship, please take the original 
sales receipt with purchase date (invoice, etc.) to the retail store. in case of normal use, the power 
supply unit will be repaired or replaced free of charge within the two year warranty period. in additi-
on to that, the customer must bear any shipping charges that may occur.

2. the repair is not free of charge in the following cases, even within the warranty period. 

•	  a warranty card or certificate or sales receipt with purchase date (invoice, etc.) is not presented.

•	 the equipment failure was caused by improper use (including use that does not comply with the 
instructions set forth in the manual). 

•	 defects were caused by improper repairs, modifications, disassembly, etc.

•	 equipment failure was caused by careless operation (dropping/falling/impact/contact with fluids/ 
deposits - on the inside or outside of the machine) or improper maintenance (mildew, dust, etc.).

•	 damage was caused by use of unit for purposes other than intended (charged and recharged 
more than 300 times, etc.)

•	 equipment failure occurred due to external influences, such as power supply or other electric 
devices and/or damage during inspection or repair.

•	 faults that can be attributed to causes that are not cited above are beyond our scope of respon-
sibility.

3. note that we do not assume any liability for consequential damages (foreseeable damages, psy-
chological damages, etc.).
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Contact distributor for technical support /customer service

europe [Gbt Gmbh]

an Gut nazareth 18a 
52353 düren 

Germany

telephone: 
+49 (0) 2421 / 20 85 60

e-mail:
info@gbt-international.com

uSa/canada [delta millenium inc.]

216 route 206 Suite 1
hillsborough, nJ 08844

uSa

toll-free: 
888-765-5428

e-mail:
info@digitalsupportdesk.com

africa [Gblt South africa]

unit 94 & 96  
allandale business park
cnr morkels & le roux

halfway house
midrand, Johannesburg 

South africa

telephone: 
+27 (0) 11 / 516 0001

e-mail:
sales@gbt-international.co.za

14. WARRANTY AND CUSTOMER SERVICE
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GBT GMBH

© 2019 Gbt Gmbh

an Gut nazareth 18a, 52353 düren, Germany | phone: 02421 / 20856-0

the kodak trademark, logo and trade dress are used under license from kodak.

qualcomm is a trademark of qualcomm incorporated, registered in the 
united States and other countries. quick charge is a trademark of qualcomm incorporated.

all information contained in this document is subject to change without notice. 


